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This Country cannot exist half hoom and half broken—Preselect  Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
FOUNDED 
IN    1873 
VOL. LX. No. 14 
indent 4-A   PLAYS   THURS. AND FRI. HATHORN 
LEWISTON, MAIN']]. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1932 PRICE TEN CENTS 
n ■» FROM 
THE 
NEWS 
Presidential  Phrases 
Bad Sentence With Preposition 
( onsorvativc (ollejjinns 
Costs of Education 
Nobel, Prize 
Kt Cetera 
}& THOMAS    MUSGRAVE )§( 
R BCJBNT Presidents have made certain phrases famous. Mc- Kinley started with "the full 
dinner pail." Teddy Roosevelt 
publicized "the square deal" as Gov. 
Franklin D. is popularizing "a new 
deal" to-day. The '"big stick" and 
•molycoddle" and "'malefactors of 
great wealth" were also Roosevel- 
tian talgs. Wilson created "pitiless 
j>.i'>!icit.y", "watchful waiting" and 
"too proud to flght". Harding's imain 
•contribution was "normalcy." a 
word he coined. Perhaps Calvin 
Ooolidge's most (famous phrase was 
I do not 'choose to run" and Hoover 
has "noble experiment" and "rugged 
iiKlividuailisim" as his leading rjffer- 
irtgs to date. 
THE overworked "to whom" and 
"of which" may go into well 
earned retirement. The con- 
demned statesman who is supposed 
to have asked "where is my hat at" 
has a champion now to Dr. Walter 
Humes, professor of English at New 
York University. 'He says that a 
.preposition is sometimes a good 
thing to end a sentence with. 
One colorful example, however, 
makes ma wonder just how far we 
dare follow this dictum. It is hard 
to torget the maid who, after read- 
ing aloud to her mistress from a 
.particularly dry volume remarked 
that ahe "could not understand why 
iMistress chose such a book to be 
read   to  out  of  for." 
BATES AND COLBY BATTLE FOR 
SECOND PLACE IN LAST GAME 
OF SERIES FRIDAY AFTERNOON 
Tie   Will   Give   Mule   Runner-Up   Position To 
Maine While  Garnet sNeeds Win—Both 
Teams Evenly Matched 
Colby  Favored 
Twelve   Seniors   To   Make 
Final Goad Appearance 
for Garnet 
BATES 
Mrnphy  le, 
Berry  It, 
Fuller !g, 
Clemons c. 
Hl'iman rg. 
Stone  rt. 
Kramer r?, 
Oay qh. 
Pricher lh. 
Wilimot rh. 
Knowles fb. 
Myrhman Gives 
Talk at Meeting 
Of Rotary Club 
Methods   In 
COLBY i 
re,  Davidson 
rt Brodie Contrasts 
rg, Wettereau      . . . American And Europe- 
an Welfare Work 
ROOSEVELT AND GARNER WIN 
IN A DEMOCRATIC WAVE THAT 
CAPTURES SENATE AND HOUSE 
New York Governor Leads Hoover With Largest 
Plurality In History—Wins 465 Undisputed 
Votes Of 531 Total  
HOOVER   CERTAIN   OF 
BUT FIVE STATES Earl Hanson And 
Band to Provide 
Music at Cabaret 
Muses and Watson Lose Tn 
Intl. and N. H.—Mass. 
Returns (iov. Ely 
c. (Lary 
•Ig. Putnam 
It,  Dexter 
le, R. Peatoody 
qb. Violette        Prof.  Anders  M. iMyrhman  was  a 
rh, J. Peabody   speaker at Communlity One* day at 
lh,  Locke 
In Flanders Fields 
fb, Alden 
T iHE polls which have been taken of students in American col- leges for the purpose of deter- 
mining their (preferences in the 
election held yesterday show re- 
sults at once interesting and per- 
plexing. The totals of these ex- 
pressions were considerably in sup- 
iport of Hoover. This result has a 
significance beyond any bearing on 
the election. 
What is the significance as,indic- 
ative of the changing sentiment of 
youth toward puiblfc questions? The 
Christian Science Monitor says "For 
well over a decade we have looked 
upon youth as radical, even re- 
bellious. We have moralized over 
their new 'political and sociad stand- 
ards. We have had opportunity to 
.contemplate youth cheering for 
.Boli-mevism, and making heroes out 
of rebels to the accepted order. And 
yet in this campaign, in which, more 
than any other that I can recall 
since 1896 the Republican candidate 
has stood for conservatism, we find 
college 'boys- and girls giving him 
support. 
"It is a campaign in which the 
Socialist nominee is a gentdeman, 
socially and intellectually, yet our 
younig radicals turn from Norman 
Thomas; turn away also from the 
tepid radicalism of Governor Roose- 
velt. 
"This would seem to indicate that 
the pendulum which swung so far 
toward extreme radicalism in 
politics, in social observances, and 
particularly in morals amnns young 
people after the war. has swung 
.back  to the other extreme." 
It Is reassuring to know that the 
rising generation, soon to handle the 
Government,  will  not put  the  social 
order in jeopardy. 
.MUSIC 
It costs the nation $300 a year to 
keep a man in prison and less than 
$100 a year to keep a child in school, 
aiecording to a study of crime to.its 
relation to education, just completed 
by'the National Education Associa- 
tion. It is even more expensive to 
care for jiuvenile delinquents than 
for adult criminals. The offending 
minors in special schools and re- 
formatories average about $400 a 
year. 
With the winner of this year's 
Nobel Prize in literature to be de- 
cided to-morrow, John Galsworthy, 
the English novelist, is now the 
favorite for  the  award. 
Oothers .prominently mentioned 
are Dmitri' Merezhkovsky. the 
Russian writer, who is living in 
poverty in Paris, and Edouard Ks- 
tounie and Paul Valery of the 
French  Academy. 
THE WEEK BEFORE 
ELECTION  IN EPIGRAM 
The only  people who throw  away 
their  votes are those  who  vote  for 
what they don't want and get  it. 
Norman Thomas. 
You cannot eat your loaif of com- 
pound interest (before the dough has 
had time to rise.—Herbert Hoover. 
The 'people who try to scare you 
most are the people who are most 
a.firaid.—.Newton   D.   Baker. 
It is by unified    efforts    that we 
will     find   ourselves,     and     not  by 
croon-hug about the forgotten man. 
Louis Guenther. 
The ipulblic wants to know what 
a candidate stands for. Candidates 
are surprised at what the public 
stands for.—iLaurens Hamilton. 
We do not need a change tn ad- 
mi lustration. We need a change in 
attitude.—-Harvey S. Firestone. 
Bates and Colby meet and end 
their 193 2 football seasons on Gance- 
lon Field Armistice Day. Friday. 
With the university of (Maine in un- 
disputed first place, both the .Mule 
and Bobcat will struiggle for second 
place honors. A win or a tie for Col- 
by will 'give the Mude second choice 
in the series and a win for Bates 
will place the Bobcat as runner up 
to  Maine. 
Bates starts the game with a tie 
with Bowdoin and a defeat from 
Maine, while Colby has the same 
defeat given at the hands of Maine 
and a deciisve victory over Bowdoin. 
On the strength of this the Colby 
team is slightly favored in some 
localities, but (Morey coached Bobcat 
is potentially capable 
Bates riddled with injuries during 
the first state series games, but can 
now boast all her strength; except 
for MciC.luskey, the strength that 
tied the Eli and which may beat the 
Mule. In the last three years Morey's 
teams have beaten Colby 7-fi. 7-6 
and 14-0 and there seems to be no 
reason for not .making it four in a 
row. 
On the other hand, Colby is 
anxious to avenge the defeats and 
the game bids fair be tight and 
interesting. This final game will find 
the Bates casualties fo King. Soba, 
Wilimot. Met'- rthy and Stone gone 
and the team will be nearly as 
strong for the final game as it was 
for the opening one. Colby has had 
wins over St. 'Michaels College of 
Vermont, th^ Coast Guard. Bowdoin. 
Trinity College and Connecticut 
Aggies, with the Solitary defeat by 
the University  of Maine. 
On the other hand. Bates has been 
defeated by Tufts and (Maine, tying 
Yale and Bowdoin with victories 
over Rhode Island State and Arnold 
College. There- can be little com- 
parison here as it is obvious that the 
Colby schedule is somewhat easier. 
This gaime on Armistice Day will 
mark the final appearance of Fire- 
man. Jackson. King. Roche. Berry, 
Wilimot. McCarthy. Murphy. McLeod, 
Knowles. Swett. Kelly and Dobra- 
volsky. These men can be irelied on 
to finish their intercollegiate foot- 
ball in style an dwith a decisive 
Victory over Colby. 
The Mules are reputed to have 
much to offer in the line of a fast 
air-minded backfield with a pair of 
offeictive ends, yet Bates maintains 
a .line of ability and ruggedness 
coupled with a smart aggressive 
backfield. capable of going places. 
The desire to win. the knowledge 
absorbed from Coach Morey and the 
effect of the last game ought to 
make the Bates team victorious 
even though Colby has won Bowdoin 
with ease. 
the Lewiston-Auburn Rotary club, 
last Friday. As chairman of the 
newly organized Council of Social 
Agencies of the 1.: ■wiston-Auburn 
Community Chest, Prof. Myrhman 
outlined briefly how social welfare 
work is conducted In Europe, and 
contracted these methods with those 
used in America. In Europe, social 
work is supported by public funds 
Cities try to put the unemployed to 
work to support them. In this 
country, contrasted to Europe by 
Prof. Myrhman. we pay lower taxis 
without the same program of public 
relief, and we are called uipon to 
show our williliigne.- to rapport by 
voluntary  gifts. 
Theaters Publicly Supported 
Prof. Myrhman pointed out that 
in European countries even theaters 
of a victory. I are support••..! by public funds and 
are considered important public 
functions. Various types of social 
insurance intended to take care of 
the needy in case of distress also 
result in higher taxes than those! 
paid in  the United States. 
The Community    Cheat     was des- 
cribed by Prof. Myrhman as '"double- 
barrelled",   with     a   financial     part 
which  provides  for  the  raising     of i 
funds and  their  distribution  among | 
By JOHN' McCRAE 
!:: Plan feers fields the poppies blow 
Between the era sea, row on row, 
Thai mark our place ; and in the sky 
The larks, still bravely singing, Fly 
Scare heard amid the guns below. 
We are the Dead.    Shorl days ago 
IVe lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 
Lioved and were loved, and now we lie 
In Flanders Bel fs. 
Take np 
Tn you f: 
our quarrel with the foe : 
From Failing hands we throw 
The torch ; be yours to hold it high, 
I!' ye break Faith with us who die 
,Ve shall not sleep   though poppies gTOW 
in Flanders Bel is. 
4-A PLAYERS TO PRESENT 
COMEDY AND SERIOUS DRAMA 
-4— When   President   Henbert   Hoover 
All     Reservations     MUSt i at 12:15  this morning an a telegram 
Be Paid By Next      u 
Monday Night 
Plans for Junior Cabaret, which 
takes plaice November 19, have been 
completed. The doors of Chase Hall 
will be open at 7:45 o'clock. Earl 
Hanson and his "Merrymakers", an 
eleven piece orchestra, will furnish 
the music, which will start at 8 
o'clock; the first dance on the pro- 
gram is at S:15. There will be 
twelve d-ancs and two extras. The 
third, ninth, eleventh, and first 
extra will  be waltzes. There will be 
only   a   short   intermission. 
The guests of honor are President; vote   polled   80   electoral 
and  Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Dean Ha-! Hoover,   even   including 
conceded a Democratic victory and 
congratulated New York's State ex- 
ecutive, he closed the 193 2 pres- 
idential campaign that left the 
whole country in amazement. 
iRoosevelt's complete domination 
of the voting of the United States' 
4 7 million voters can be appreciated 
when the Hoover forces can claim 
but  five States. 
At 2:45, Roosevelt's 465 votes 
assured, and Kentucky not report- 
ing, and one state doubtful, it ap- 
pears that Hoover has received the 
worst defeat in history. Alfred E. 
Smith, who in  1928 lost by a record 
votes but 
Rhode   Is- 
zel II. Clark. Prof. Grovesnor Robin- j land which released conflicting re- 
son and Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. ' ports, has but 55 electoral votes. 
Rowe. The chaperones are Prof, and The President can claim only Dela- 
Mrs. Robert Berkelman, Mr. and ware. Maine, New Hampshire, Pens- 
Mrs. Leslie Spinks, Mies Mildred j sylvania, Rhode Island, and Ver- 
Fi.dier and  Prof.  Howell Lewis. | mont. 
The   hall   will     be   decorated     in        Tnp   complete   reverse   has   given 
1 shades. Balloons of all colors,   (ne Democrats    wide majorities    in 
shapes and    sizes will add     to    the   J)0tn House and Senate, 
effect. The programs are buff colored        ..j     c0„Bra>u.iat6     you      on     the 
leather with a tooled reproduction of Ulnity   that   has  come  t0  you 
the large door at Chase Hall as the   to   bg   o{  sepvice     to   th6  <.ountry," 
!
 read Hoover's telegram shortly after 
midnight. 
Include   Several   New   Members 
Of   Heelers   Club 
\iZJ2tt*^2EaS?t Three    One-Act    Plays    On    Program—Casts 
carry on the character-building, 
1
 relief and health programs of the ■o-nmnnity. The purpose is to plan 
a program of social work of every 
type necessary, and a constant study 
of  the whole relief problem. 
Under Prof. Myrhman committees 
are studying different) asp. its of lo- 
ci! social relief, among which are 
methods of caring for bransiente and 
the problem of t'^nii'y case work. 
These committees and others have 
been organized recently under the 
direction of Prof. Myrhman and wil! 
result in economy and Increased ef- 
fectiveness for the (money spent. 
 ■ :o:  
Refreshments will bo served at afll 
tines during the evening, free of 
charge. 
A new rule forbids smoking on 
the first floor of Chase Hall. The 
men. are allowed to smoke down- 
stairs. 
.Roosevelt's power drive carried 
many Democrats to victory as 
several veteran .Republicans fell by 
the wayside. Senator James E. Wat- 
son,   of   Indiana   was   one of   these 
Tad Jones, Former 
Yale Coach Loses 
Tad Jones, erstwhile coal dealer. 
football coach at Yale and Congress- 
man-hopeful found it harder to talk 
the electorate of Connecticut into 
sending him to Washington than 
drviing a squad of Yales athletes to 
The three one-act plays, which i 
an i i be presented by the -l-A Play- 
era on NOT. 10 and 11 at 8:00 P. M. 
In the Little Theatre, promise an 
evening of both comedy and serloue 
drama. The Brat to be presented will 
be      "A   World   Without     Men"      by 
.('hi"   i Johnson,  which  is    a clever ; 
com. :ly.   Next  in  order  is  a  serious 
dxacma   "TrffleB",   and   the   last   on 
the program i- a  lively, short play. 
••I:'   M i.   Playe 1   Card*   i      Women 
Do". 
New  Members  in  Cast 
The     play.     "A   World     Without 
Men",   has f. r I   - ireral   new' 
:>i mbers of the Heelers Club as 
well as scone older meanbeiB. Louise: 
i\- r of Manchester, N. H. takes the 
part of tli" 'gusihy" Mrs. Jones, and ■ he promises to be \ lleni in the 
LI t< i part. She has had coneWer- 
:ibV niatic   work   ill 
high richool productions as also has 
Ruth Coan erf Manchester, who takes 
the part  of  the maid,   Millet,    and 
The popular  demand  for xeserva-   and Senator George Moses, a strong 
tions has  exhausted  the    supply  of   O-OJP.  figure  was another. 
(tickets.     All  reservations     must  be 
an almost annual victory over fair j makes much of it. Mary Abromson 
Harvard. Yes, Tad was defeated by; of Lewiston, who has taken part in 
his democratic opponent F. J. Mai-j many high school plays, here acts 
oney. Governor-Cross, a Yale profess- Dhs parl of the over-sensible business 
or was leading former Gov. Trum- woman, Mrs. Smith, and sin 
bull at last reports. Trumbull is the! cleverly in putting into place talk- 
father-in-law  of  John   Coolidgp.   the     ,!ive  !i\.-t   :-i.-.i    Mrs. Robinson, play- 
60ii  of   former  President  Coolidge. 
Some  of  these     campaign     plans 
would  have     to  be     altered     pretty i 
I  by June Sawyer of Greene. Char- 
O'.itts.    as    the    umf altering 
ffltlat,   is  remembered   as   having 
played   in  last    year's    productions. 
Bates-Colby 
Geologic Trip 
Friday Morning 
Fridav morning. November 11, a 
joint field trip 'between Bates and 
Colby geology students will be held 
at the Keith  quarry in  Auburn. 
This .quarry (is a continuation of 
the (Mt. Apatite pegmatite excava- 
tion, and is operated for gem miner- 
als It is operated 'by (Mr. Keith who 
was the owner of the Keith mineral 
store in Auburn, a few years ago. He 
h one of the (few interested geolo- 
gists in the state and is a member 
of the Maine Mlneraloglc Societj. 
Dr. Fisher of Bates wiill lead this 
trip and will probably take the 
geology majors as well as the stu- 
dent assistants (in geology along H 
the 'Bates delegation. Dr. Perkins of 
Colby is brinlgimg his assistants as 
well as some of his major students. 
These intercollegiate field trips 
were started by Dr. Fisher after DM 
arrival here and are now carried on 
between (Bates. Colby, and Maine.. 
Next spring. Bates geologists will 
probably go to Collby and to Orono 
for field trips. 
— :o:  
drastically if the public were only p, th Margaret Perkins and Thelma 
educated in the general economic Pni'.in have appeared before— 
rule that the .business cycle doesn't Margaret Perkins doing excellent 
have much of anything to do with- work as Lady WindermeTe in "Lady 
politics. I Windermere's  Fan".   "World   With- 
out Men" is being coached by Evelyn 
R  :,.   •:!:;. 
In     "Trifles",     also,     there     are 
. ■ new   iiLambers  of  the  Heel- 
ilttb. Frances Eckhardt of Man- 
X. 11.. and Florence W lie 
i Andover, X. II. are two mcimibers 
whe are doing well in the difficult 
of Mr-. Hale and Mrs. Peters. 
Th men in the cast have all aippear- 
. I in re hnfore—Russell Milnes, who 
plays the serious part of (Lewis Hale. 
took the part of Crumb) in the 
"Tanning of    the Shrew".    William 
Haver, also, has a  more serious part 
than   his  last one   which  was   Rud-' 
lock   In   'Cru.nipy".   Bruce  Pattison: 
li !  not   appear  in    any plays    last | 
year,  but  was in  several  during  hi.* 
freshman and sophomore years. Jaick i 
David  '34  is coaching "Trifles". 
Players Well  Known 
The final p'.ay of the evening—"If j 
Men Played Cards a-- Women Do". 
coached by Jack Curtis '33. has a; 
cast of all well-known players with 
the exception of Edward Ourtin '36, 
who gives promise of becoming a 
valuable member of the cluib. The 
amnsrng, lively action is well done 
by all the character*--. Charles Povey. 
as the host, gives us as amusi-ng a 
portrayal as he did in the rote of 
1 Graham   in     "Lady  Winder- 
mere's Fan". Robert Kroepsch, who 
also played in "Lady WindermereV; 
Fan", and Bernard Drew, who took 
part in "The Taming of the Shrew", 
complete the cast. 
The stage work for all the plays 
paid for by midnight of Monday. 
Nov< inher 11. Any reservations not 
paid for by then wiill automatically 
be cancelled and the tables given to 
those on the waiting list. It is im- 
The Democrats, on the other hand, 
are proud of Gov. Ely's reelection 
in Massachusetts, Senator Warner's 
reelection in New York and Leh- 
man's crushing victory over Col. 
Donovan for governor of the Empire 
portant that no one will be admitted State, 
without their tickets and only one ( Reports indicated that the Social- 
couple to a ticket. The facilities at j,;t nominee for President, Norman 
Chase Hall make it impossible to Thomas, had polled an exceptionally 
; modate   more   than   45   tables. iarKe count. No effort    was    imade 
however, to tabulate his vote. 
Roosevelt has the following 
states: Alabama, Arizona, Arkan- 
sas, California, Colorado, Connecti- 
cut. Florida. Georgia, Idaho, Illinois. 
Indiana. Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Minnesota. Mississippi, Missouri, 
.Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New 
Jersey. New Mexico, New York, 
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, 
Oklahoma. Oregon. South Carolina. 
South Dakota. Tennessee, Texas, 
Utah, Washington. West Virginia, 
Wisconsin,  and  Wyoming. 
In the gubernatorial contests. 14 
Democrats either had .been conceded 
vi-tory or were leading in the States 
electing, with the others unreported. 
The posts are now held hy 18 Repub- 
licans 16 Democrats and one Farmer- 
Laborite. 
Paul   V.   McNutt,   Democrat     and 
head     of     the     American 
with two coup.les at a table. 
Jack     David     '34   Is  head-waiter 
and  chief-usher.  A group of co-eds 
are serving as waitresses and ushers. 
:o: , 
Lamda Alpha to 
Hold Tea Dance 
In Chase Dec. 9 
A tea dance sponsored by the 
memHiers oif Lamda Alpha will be 
hel I In Chase Hall. Dec. 9. Dancing 
will be from 3:45 to 6:00, with 
music by the Bobcats under the 
direction of Tom Gopmley. Prof, and 
Mr.-. Fred E. .Pomeroy, and Prof. 
and Mrs. George E. Ramsdell will 
be guests. 
The committee  in charge of the  former 
arrangements    is Dorothy    O'HaTa,!'Legion, took the juimp on Raymond 
chairman.     Dorothy     Sweeney,     or- 
chestra; iMarcella Shapiro, decora- 
tions; Beatrice Dumais, publicity; 
Mary O'Neil, tickets. Reservations 
are limited, and should be secured 
as soon  as  possfble. 
S. Springer in Indiana. 
Miriam A. Ferguson, ".Ma" to her 
Texas friends, was carried by the 
Democrats to a suetanied advantage 
over Orville Bullington. 
In     Ohio,     the     Democratic     in- 
Continued on Page 4 Column 2     i last year. 
VARSITY  FOOTBALL SQUAD 
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Henry  P.   Fletcher, former Amen-: BACK ROW, lofi io right :     it   .1. Anfaatti. '88, Lisbon Fall- j 0-tV. Kendall, -3.->. August* ;   R. n. MniKrwe, 'aj. WMI Kedted, Haan.     II   U Lindhotaa, '85, Walthaai, Mara   - Beeor,   '85,  ti.lm.mt,   Mas-.  ;   l>.   B.   Hill.  ':',-.,   Winrhpslpr.   Macs.    :   I>.   V Taylor,   ':'..">,   East   Milton,  Mass. :   A   t'arlill   '8">,   Boston,   Mass 
KocUand  I   H.  J.   Kramer,   '85,   (raufonl,   Y  .1. ;   \\".   ||.  Stonr.  ':i">,  .Marl, l.h.ad. (Mas-. 
JIIUIH.E ROW. left Io rigid :     Head Ooacti David H   Morey : V. L 
, an diplomat, urges the American 
Government to consider an "adjust- 
ment" of European debts to us. but 
as Europe shows no disposition 
toward disarmament why should we 
Shoulder the bills for the old war so 
that they may prepare for a new 
one? 
FRONT  ROW.   left   to ricltl  : 
Vanity  Squad     member* not  present :     F. U. Soba, ':'.4, Hydel'arl:. Mass. ; R. H. McCluskey, '33, Houhon ; .1. R. damans, '33, MaehUs. 
This is the second tea dance to cumibent—George White—was keep- 
be held under the sponsorship of ing a nol(l on the Governor's chair 
Lamda  Alpha.     The first    one, held   Dy a  iead 0V6r David' S. Ingalls, the | Republican candidate. 
Wagner Reelected 
The Deimocrats reelected Wagner 
of New York to the Senate. Bulkley. 
Ohio, led his opponent. In Iowa 
the Republican, Henry Field, who 
trounced Sen. Smith Wlldiman 
Brookhart for the nomination, was 
(behind Louis 'R. Murphy, Democrat. 
In California, a scattering of early 
returns put William Gibbs McAdoo— 
Secretary of the Treasury under 
Wilson—ahead of his Republican 
foe, Tallant Tubbs, in their Senate 
race. 
A former Senator, a leader in 
Washington in a past era, James 
Wadsworth of New York, returns 
to the capital. He was elected a 
Republican Representative from 
New York State. New York's only 
woman member of the House. Ruth 
Pratt, was defeated for reelection. 
Led by Alabama on the alphabet- 
ical list and ending with Wyoming. 
States, north, east, south, and west 
followed in the train of the popular 
but liberal governor of the Empire 
State who won his highest office in 
1930 by the record plurality of 750,- 
000 votes. 
New Jersey, a doubtful State be- 
fore the election due to the luke- 
warm support of Mayor Hague of 
Jersey City, was reported' by the 
Newark News at midnight as return- 
ing a democratic plurality by at 
least 100.000 votes. The julbilant 
paper declared that Senator-elect 
Stewart and several Congressmen 
would accompany the HaTtpy War- 
rior's nominee In the Houston Con- 
vention of  1924 to Washington. 
W. M. Gay.  '35, 
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"Page  Mr.  Baxter"    " "W»1 llave Deen gratifying to the cohorts 
of conservation to see with what fidelity 
the college youth of America mirrored the "Hold on to 'Erbie" 
attitude of their middle class elders, and with what astouiidiiiL' 
docility thev subscribed to the continuance of an administration 
which had little to commend it to the public other than an appeal 
to the conservative element of our nation, based on the fears which 
property owners have of a charge daring hard times. It could not 
have been so gratifying to them to see that in the straw vote con- 
ducted by college publications throughout the country there was a 
surprising student trend toward the support of the Socialist position 
which in many colleges was sufficiently strong to edge out the 
Democratic nominee in the struggle for second place. 
That it was distinctly alarming to the bourgeoise group has 
been shown through editorial and news comment in the press of the 
country, most of which has been written in a Babbit-like attempt to 
minimize or rationalize this radical element in our colleges. Although 
it is certainly not a policy of this paper to devote editorial space to 
reprints, we have found in the following editorial and reply from 
the October 22 and October 25 issues of the Springfield Union, 
brought to our attention through the Massachusetts Collegian, a 
moving example 06 drab middle-aged cynicism contrasted with the 
freshness of a clear thinking youth that commends itself to us by its 
vigor, clear thinking and fine expression. 
«    *    »    • 
••XOT SO, EXCEPT IN THEORY 
"The faict that straw 'votes in e*»mo of our New England colleges 
show a larger sentiment for Thomas than for Roouevelt is not sur- ■lirKir,.-' in view of the socialistic iprcpaiganda that has 'been going on 
in some of the colleges under the guii?e of inelruction in. economics. 
"As a theory socialism has always been attractive and when it 
eomes m economics instructors and students are inevitably dealing In 
theories without first hand know-hedge of the hard facts of economic 
experience. To instructors and especially the younger ones enthu- 
siaam for the socialistic theory is a self comforting evidence of in- 
tellectual superiority. 
"The fortninate thing about this tendency in economic de- 
partments of colleges is that the instruction doaen't stick well. In a 
recent article one college professor bemoaned the fact that while stu- 
dents ibecoime thoroughly imbued with the virtues of socialism in col- 
lege, they (backslid terribly after getting out into the business of life. 
"The reason is quite obvious. Theories come easily before en- 
countering the realities of life. Students that go out into the would to 
make a name and  a  plai?e for themselves diecover that some things 
that were taught iu college were simply not so—ewcept .in theory." 
*     *     *     * 
OGX&BGE SOCIALISM 
Editorial  Criticism of trend is  Discussed by "Collegiate." 
"To the Editor of The Union 
Sir:   Although  I  have been  a sympathetic  reader  of  the  Union 
The Forgotten Man 
By EDWIN MARKHAM 
Not on our golden fortunes hiiildeJ high— 
Xot on our boasts that soar into the sky—> 
Xot U|M>n the-e is resting in this hour 
The fate of the future : but upon the power 
Of him who is forgotten—yes. on him 
Rest all our hopes reaching from rim to rim, 
In him we see all of earth's toiling baiiiK. 
With crooked backs, scarred faces, shattered! hands. 
He seeks no office and he asks nio praise 
For all the patient labor of his day-. 
He is the one supporting the huge weight : 
He is the one guarding the country's gate. 
He bears the burdens on these earthly ways : 
We pile the debts, he is the one who pays. 
He is the one who holds the solid power 
To steady Nations in their trembling hour. 
Behold him as he silently goes by. 
For it is at his word that Nations die. 
Shattered with IOSB an 1 lack. 
He in the man who holds upon his back 
The continent and al' its mighty loads— 
The toiler who makes possible the roads 
On which the gilded thousands travel free— 
Makes possible our feasts, our roaring bords. 
Our pomps, our easy days, our golden hoards. 
He irives stabiity to Nations : he 
Makes possible our feasts, our roaring hoards. 
He gives stabity to Nations : he 
Make |N>ssible our Legislative halls— 
Makes possible our churches soaring high 
With spires, the tinners pointing to the sky. 
Shall them this matt go hungry, here in land's 
Blessed by hi- honor, budded by his hands ? 
Do something for him : let him never be 
Forgotten : let him have his daily bread* : 
He who has fed us. let him now be fed. 
Let us remember all his tragic lot—1 
Remember, or else be ourselves forgot ! 
All honor to the one that in this hour 
Cries to the world as from a lighted tower—' 
Cries for the Man Fonuotten.    Honor the one 
Who asks for him a glad place in the '-iin. 
He is a voice for the voiceless.    Now. indeed. 
We have a tongue that cries the mortal Weed. 
Copyright,   1932.   Edwin   Markhnm 
editorial pagr- through the v sere 1 have been in high school and col- 
lege, I find an editorial. "Not So. Except in-Thoory." which is an un- 
sound attempt to explain away tn "; '• ' trend to socialism, 
a* evidenced in many 1 '*"" i";l'■ Vo1"' argnnf"1 ,s 
that Socialism is being propagated under the gnbe of instruction in 
economics and that when the student gMntaates into "the realities <>r 
life" he will realize that  what  IK- baa  learned  is tru,. 01,]v j„ theory. 
As one who has actually bat! Instruction in economics 
and who baa graduated    Into th • •>" ot 1932-    I criticize your 
editorial as a miserably weak rationalization, trying to persuade 
yourself and others thai the opinions "<: pink college students are not 
important, in reaped to Socialism ai least. 
In the :;:•:.! place, you falsely 8 sume that, because these student 
polU "show a law • - nttmenl for Thomas than for Roosevelt." some- 
thing mu.-t be wrong with our educational system. And, of course. 
with an uuprove-d premise, you reach an imaginative conclusion, 
namely, that Instruction in economics must be mere socialistic pro- 
paganda. .    . 
Your first assumption U ' :; w r'.-t as likely that the 
swing to Thomai- .       oU  educational     weaknei-ucs hut 
rather shows that  1        - 'or     >gnize 
political  ballyhoo :■:. I  mo  '.'.  wh - them. And your conclusion 
l0weaknatnraUy.il t of the truth. 
it may lie Juet as well thai  wo hav pn paganda creep into 
our colleges.  Before   1929, propaganda.    Since 
[hen  we  haw  found  that  the cap buttble  bad  bo-rat and  now. 
even with all the • mrphaeis on the -Mr ot anritallam, it is .still a feeble 
side. In thka matt   r at tanda, I ret c yoo to Robin- 
son's criticism of the Lusk Report (New York State Senate) in his 
book. "The Mind in the Making." » 
Insight into Collegiate Viewpoint 
I »m sin],.; I 1 irther, Mr. EJdltor, with the trite phraseology 
and soggy argumentation you advance in the next paragraph. Had 
you  any  real  Insight  into  ti. point,  yon  would  h3rdly 
eay that the students "are withou firsthand knowledge of the hard 
facts erf economi." • e."  I',  le avid  : t that  you have no concep- 
tion of the competition on many college campuses for a dish washing 
job at $6 a week.     Your ten Oil  bard fans is  ;;l  (,mplete until 
you sit will', a. fraternity hou« mm it tee whose duty it is io expel 
members who  canm I   ■■; -  I '■■•   lanoe  their -parents are job- 
less. You should listen to lit :' fellows who hare tramped the 
country rather than be a burden or unemployed fathers. 
Your fiimsy rational height with. "The fortunate 
thing is that this Instruct! in do an'l >i •!•:." I can see that you haven'I 
talked with any 1931 or 1932 - luates who were fonnnate enough 
to receive any Socialistic instruction. Four viewpoint would be con- 
siderably broadened if yon listened to some of the students who re- 
i tit'y visited the West Virginia coal mines. Colleges graduates these 
days arc not looking al the world through rose colored jjlassi".. They 
know the truth  in the Jesl  dial   "a diploma is. j;i.<xl for a cup of coffee 
—if you have a nickel."    Dlsillneii g to those who were 
filled with fanciful ideas ol the 'randeur of reveling in the battle 
under the profit HI rtdve. 'i!i. ■ irho studied So lali m at all are real- 
izing the elements of truth in S doctrine as they tramp the 
streets in a fruitless search . b which might net them :iis much 
as $12 a week. 
So much for speoMc :riHc4sm , I your misleading, unthomghtful 
editorial. The rnndamenta] principle in the problem as a whole is that 
you older folks hate to admit thai capitalistic motives threw us all 
into the present depression and '.hat capitalistic principle cannot g:et 
us out of it (as Montague Norman, Governor or the Ikmk of England, 
lias recently admitted). Furthermore, you wince when young students 
recognise your follies (such as seeking a pot of gold at. the end of a 
ticker tape), and start  oil' on a  new  Mail.     Thai.  Mr.   Kditor. as I  st1^ 
it, is precisely why yon wrote the editorial in question—a half-heart- 
ed attempt to explain what no one except the students involved can 
explain. 
Urged to Disregard Socialism 
The '-ami purpose might also ai 'ounl for a book such as Faster 
and Catching'.-. "Profits," a book in wW h the aulhors state that they 
have no remedy for cynical as, yet   :'i y exhort the student 
to disregard Socialism and to stand iiy caipitalism. A thinking student 
has a difficult time to swallow thai as he looks :'■ rwardto graduating 
in these times. He ;,s more inclined to ag"ee with l.nwrrn.-o Dpnnis 
who sugge-ts in his re enl ii < i!i. "Is Capitalism Doomed?" that 
classical economists sel nip a capitalistic economy by which business- 
men could rationallz > s .;:;.;.;. bi recognized as* resipect- 
abloipeople when they sought admission to the pearly gales of heaven. 
There has been mutiny among the hordes of capitalists. A few of 
their generals,  who are  always  miles   behind   the  front   lines,  remain 
well fed with their unproductive Incomes; shout "Buy Mora," "I'ms- 
perity is around ihe coiner" (what a corner:); and continue to cut 
wages'. A handful of Marxian followers, who have IMI-II Ineffectually 
attacking the capitalists for a century, stand victorious because their 
foes have slit their own throats. Your editorial is a fine exanvple of 
how unpleasant it is to admit   Ii 
My suggestion, Mr. Editor, is that instead of trying to explain 
away the student trend to Thomas, you might better help to clean up 
some of the rot of capitaUam, so that when the student investigates 
the system he will find a clean ha k-yard. .lu.t 111 long ;'^ you fall to 
do this, just so long as you your energies trying to elucidate 
upon some* iota, of wisdom that you nitty have fine-combed out of the 
endless .political dribbllngs, juet so long wi'l young students become 
disgusted with your rain  proml wed iprosperity; Juet   BO 
long will there be "a  kvrgi [or Thomas." 
The baccalaureate challenge used to he to go forth ami battle with 
the hard facts of economic experience. Now, there is a challenge to 
men like you, Mr. Editor, to clean up capitalistic politics. Either do 
that or take it and like it when young men go to college, learn 
socialistic theory, graduate Into capitalistic ruin, and begin to prac- 
tice the socialistic principles they have learned." 
COUJEOIATE." 
&- ; n 
Ol YEATS TERMS 
'SWASHBUCKLERS' IN LECTURE 
Outstanding  Irish   Poet-Playwright  Fascinates 
Audience With Brilliant Discussion Of 
Irish Literature And Drama 
By  ELINOR  WILLIAMS 
The literary renaissance In Ire- 
land, a movement which aimed to 
"add dignity to Ireland", was des- 
cribed by William Hutlcr Teats In 
a lecture on that subject, Thurt 
NOT. 3. in the Bates chapel. The Irish 
poet was himself an important figure 
in the literary movement directed 
by such writers as La.ly Gregory, 
John  Synge. and James Stevens. 
Mr. Yeats gave a view of the 
Irish renaissance in literature from 
its historical development and 
through the writers to which it owes 
its beginning. 
Four Tragic Periods 
"The history behind the move- 
ment Is divided into four tragic 
periods." explained by the poet as 
extending in order through the six- 
teenth century whi.-h saw the ,1 ,- 
traction of feudalism, the seven- 
teenth century which established 
Protestantism in Ireland and 
brought about a modern, material- 
I ^philosophy.     the     eighteenth 
century in which the Irish peasants 
reacted to the influence of the 
French revolution in a democratic 
movement, and the modern eipoch 
.which began forty years ago upon 
the death of Charles Panned, which 
,was ins-truimental in bringing about 
a transformation in political Ireland. 
At thi.; time the foundations of the 
Irish theater and the new school of 
writing were formed.. 
, .Lady Gregory, whom the poet 
commended for her fine character, 
?otiraige. aiKl rule, "You must always 
give your best", was the first to use 
.native diailect for other punpoees 
than hu'mor in literature. She also 
wrote a play in Gaelic, and trans- 
lated many world works into that 
language which had been developing 
structure for many centuries in 
ilreland. She had a deep. sense of 
style, as did her successors. 
•John L. Synge 
John L. Synge was discovered in 
Paris by William Butler Yeats, and 
,it was after his advice to "express 
3. life which has never been ex- 
pressed" tint Synge wrote "Riders 
to the Sea" and "Playbov". Yeats 
characterized Synge as unconven- 
.tional and  moody;    his    characters 
are  "the  opposite of his     own  mor- 
I bidity  and  unfortunate life."  Synge, 
! also achieved a dignity of style. 
The  "passion   for  reality"  of  the 
inth  epoch  described  by Yeats  is 
found  ir.   thi    work  of James  Joyce, 
now called a world figure by Europe. 
He,  too.    •; a  great    stylist,    with 
iiasis on recurring iphrases which 
I to  him  are  representative  of actual 
thought processes and    a means    of 
•g realism.     He has  invented 
"silent     monologue"    which he 
finds another means of realism. 
Drama  ists     of    -the     renaissance 
' .ovement. were described     by    Mr. 
'.    us ?,; absorbed in situation rather 
than  style,  presenting  "a  grim  art. 
full of harshness and the hu'mor of 
the slums".     Xovelisi-  which     were 
mentioned   by   the  poet  were  Peter 
O'Domtell,     Frank     O'Connor,     and 
Stuart,     who    present     the 
griraneej and    reality of Irish    life 
I   the  philosophy that     life  itself 
> real   enemy  of man  anid may 
:ne  tolerable  only     when     it  is 
lived     as  conscious    sacrifice.     The 
influence    of    Jonathan    Swift    is 
v: lent  in  the present day work  of 
Ih? Irish novelists. 
Style of Simplicity 
The Irish poets were described by 
Yeats, the foremost of them, as 
■pied with a style which, with the 
utmost simplicity, expresses some 
one pa-sion1. Mr. Yeats read one of 
the translations from the Gaelic of 
3   tin     Stevens and Prank O'Connor. 
B.-.rtley.      Swift,      Burke,     Oscar 
Wilde,   George   Moore,   and   George 
Bernard  Shaw were earlier writers 
Who.  according  to iMr.  Yeats, had a 
great   influence     on   the     following 
tare  of   the  country. 
o    ar Wilde and George Bernard 
ba?ame     individualists     and 
awaatfcncklers in the third epoch of| 
the  historical   background     of     the! 
lrv=h  literary renaissance", said Mr. I 
Yeats. 
President Gray, in introducing thei 
writer to the ilarge audience, re- 
versed customary procedure by in- 
troducing the attentive audience to 
the poet, already known through 
bis writings. William Butler Yeats's 
talk and personality were alike in 
simplicity, quietness,    and    lack of 
By  JAMKS  BALAXO 
The following excerpt from the 
New York Times of October ^S is 
reprinted to compare the trend 01 
the collegiate vote with the nation s. 
President Hoover led Governor 
Roosevelt 29.29S to 18,812 in the 
poll conducted by forty-seven col- 
leges in thirty-one states. This poll 
was the result of a nationwide re- 
quest made by the Daily Pnnce- 
tonian to the American colleges and 
universities. 
•Mr. Hoovers strength was notable 
in the institutions of the East, 
Middle West and Far West while the 
Democratic candidate polled a sub- 
stantial majority among the South- 
ern colleges. Quite remarkable and 
significant is the fact that the Social- 
ist candidate received a majority in 
five colleges including New York 
University and Columbia. Hoover 
carried thirty-one colleges and 
Roosevelt eleven. 
Partial resmlts of the polls follow: 
Roose- Tho- 
Oauore Hoovei velt. msis. 
EASTERN 
V«!o  1,415 870 347 
w< Bleyan  372 54 119 
Ifaine  t'niv  656 . 129 
Harvard    1,211 895 886 
Welle ley  876 18 88 
Amheral  71 - . 
Smith  si:l 1 in 269 
\\ illiiims  11 1 77 i •> 
M.   IT  1,181 250 278 
X.    11.imp.    1  liiv.     .     . 810 1 TO ...i 
Dartmouth  1,120 256 274 
eton  1,392 425 289 
s   Y. r  788 801) 
Cohimliia  ::»7 221 421 
ell  1,466 4!):i 33J 
Kvracuse  782 271 2. S 
\ ;iss:ir  sea 185 208 
Carnegie; T  -, . 42 1 831 
Brown  7.-.I) •J.-,.-, 73 
\ eruont  t niv.  .   .   . 17a 77 IBS 
Totsfa  1 Vi>7.'. 5,102 4,979 
Touil  rectaanl rate. '.'"..SHI. 
SOUTHERN 
Ail:,   t'niv  78 522 15 
H.i.  C.   i"r  Worn.   . 802 868 81 
Ki>iitiu-kv    1 niv.    .    . 145 204 Hi 
1 olane  88 248 91 
X. i arolina 1 niv. .   . 82 240 17! 
Uklahoma   t'niv.   . 858 .-,7ii 1114 
-   1 aroiini  I niv.  .   . 77 1,640 9 
Pann.   1 niv  ::;:l 727 45 
Vanderliilt  t -. IHl! 'J! 
»   NIV  2 tc, 1,868 187 
\ irs-mia   Mil.   Inst.   . 11". 436 27 
Tulals  1,885 7,605 857 
l'otal  regional  vote, I 
M IliDI,!-:   V, EST 
Chicago  t niv.    .    .    . -.'-I 412 80 
Northwestern  .... '.p-s 298 277 
Minn.   I'niv  718 279 :u>2 
St. Louis U  17 2 52 
XVI.. "niv  411! •J IS 142 
N*.      I>:ik.     I'niv.     .      . ■_■ - ii 286 (14 
(Mm.  State f.   .   .   . 2.440 1,025 1.005 
S.  Dak.   I'niv.   .   .   . 1 .".ti 134 18 
\\ isr.   1 niv  1,481 1,003 
3,078 
99 
Total!  7,580 3,408 
Ti.tal  regional   vote, 1 1.906. 
PAR W BST 
Ariiona I niv.   .   .   . 467 .".no 224 
Stanford   - a s 251 211! 
Southern  Oal.  .   .   . 526 887 104 
< alifornla  llll ISO 16! 
' olorado I niv.   .   .   . 126 89 104 
fol.   School    Minos    . in.-> 77 117 
ft aabington    l niv.    . 1,198 .-.tit! 246 
Total  4.711!) l.s_'7 1.233 
Totals         4.769     1,827     1 289 
Total regional vote, 7,!120. 
Grand totah  .   .   .     29,289  18,212 10,470 
Although the depression has been 
developed as the paramount issue of 
the late campaign, tho question of 
prohibition U undoubtedly one of 
the Bust issues that will receive 
attention. The platforms of both 
major parties stand for immediate 
settlement of the situation. Thus the 
liembers of both parties, in the 
administration and in Congress are 
partial to a referendum in the near 
future. No matter what the outcome, 
whether it be repeal, modification or 
retention, there are evils attendant. 
Finland has gone through the 
change from prohibition to repeal 
under government supervision, and 
isttfTers more, not lese, from the 
bootlegger. According to Current 
History for October, the illegal 
liquor traffic is undoubtedly des- 
tructive. Formerly bootlegging 
merely required special government 
agents for its- suppression while at 
the present time after a year of 
repeal tho bootlegger is underselling 
the government controlled liquor 
houses. In Canada evils attend the 
government control of liquors. 
Smuggling of bootleg from the 
t.nited States and domestic distilla- 
tion are causing the provincial liquor 
commicisions infinite worry. 
With the illegal liquor traffic so 
highly organized in the United 
States it is nearly certain that the 
sa.me evils will accompany the pro- 
posed return to legitimate liquor. 
VXKXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
I  CLUB NEWS  1 
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The band is busy practicing for 
the Colby game. Between the halves 
they will form the letters B. and C 
In order to make the best appear- 
ance on the field at the game, they 
are having their sweatern dry clean- 
BSa. 
The Little Symphony met for the 
firct time this year last Friday night 
Try-oute are still being held for the 
admittance of new members- a 
larger response has been made this year ,han in previons £« this 
Little  Symphony  le .planning  to  ac- 
company the Glee Clubs aigali tnte 
tor  the  American  audience;  hie  tall 
T're ^ earn*st manner he d the interest of his listeners 
Mr.   -.eats drd   not  speak     of  his 
f'oTlowlrf i .i?"1 hifl «^ers have followed it through three stages of 
development; his earlv work was 
colored greatly  by     the mystic     in- 
cTf6 °i Irllh (0,klore' "«,le he came finder  the  influence     of     the 
French symbolists, later. His most 
recent writing shows a close touch 
v.ith humanity and a greater direct- 
ness an<! simplicity. 
This was Ohe first George Colby 
Chase lecture of the college year, 
ami was presented with the com- 
bined sponsorship of the Andros- 
coggin    County    Women's    Literary 
I I 
GOES WHERE THE 
DOLLARS  ARE 
\,lveitisi,H'itls today must contact buy- 
ing dollars - - nol merely buying desires. 
Thev must mingle, with purchasers rath- 
er than just people. They must meet 
orders not hoarders or circulation 
Space buyers mui peek into puraea, 
700 Bates college men and women subs- 
cribers have thousands of potential dol- 
lars at their disposal ea«h year. 
At Bates, the STUDENT goes where the 
dollars ar It sells when sellm- is 
difficult. 
Bates Student 
AN    AGGRESSIVE    COLLEGE    PAPER    IN    ITS 
FIFTY-NINTH    YEAR   OF   CIRCULATION 
NEGRO CULTURE TO BE TOPIC 
OF MEETING IN CHASE HALL 
Sue   Bailey   Thurman   And   Sylvester   Carter 
Will   Present   Program   Thursday 
Sue Bailey Thurman, negro read- 
er, will acMresw the joint meeting 
of the Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A. 
Thui-Hday evening at Chase Ha.ll in 
an attempt to interpret negro cul- 
ture through maolc. A sponsor of 
the world fellowship idea, she will 
thus aipproaiiih the race prohleim 
through cultural channels and not by 
an analysis of prejudices. 
Mrs. Thiiinman. a native of Arkan- 
aae, wais graduated from Ober.lin 
College in 1926. Her Interests sin, 
then have been in teaching music. 
serving a-? Y.W. national laek-retary 
in the Southern division, and in 
following up her two desires: a homo 
and a career. ' 
Her home is in Washington, T). C, 
where   her  husband.   Howard   Thur- 
man.  i.s a  proifir-isor at  Howard  Uni- 
versity.        He     W«B    formerly     Hue 
Y.M.C.A.   secretary,     and     is     well 
known     in   the     middle  weet.      At; 
present.     Mrs.   Thurman   is collabo- 
rating  with  her husband  in  writing 
a. 'book,   which     will   be     published [ 
early    in  the     winter,     inteavrating 
negro culture  through    'music     and, 
poetry.     Meanwhile she     is touring' 
New England colleges addressing 
student bodies on racial questions. 
Lasl wi k she appeared at the l'm- 
ven i> i i New Hampshire, and thin 
•< k will speak at Maine, Colby, and 
Batee. 
The program, in  which  Sylvester 
Carter will  also  appear,  will extend 
I: Mil  6:45 to 7:45, and as there are 
no classes the next day. a large per- 
Bge of students are expected to 
:,1. Florence Ogden and Robert 
Johnston,  representing the Y.W.C.A. 
Y.M.C.A. respeftiively, are co- 
chadraren of the meeting, which is 
one  of  the  first cooperative gather- 
of I ho two organizations. 
:o: . 
There will he a meeting of the 
Athletic Association on Monday. 
November 14. The budget for the 
new school year will be discuss.,]. 
The association plans to anvard 
letters to the football mien at the 
fther imeeting. 
The Phil-Hellenic Society met 
Tuesday night in the Alumni gym 
at seven o'clock. About twenty-fnv 
new members wore initiated. Vin- 
cent Kirby  '33  led  the .meeting. 
.*i$m&. 
believe you love 
that old pipe better 
tlian you do me!" 
ranger is made 
solely for pipes. 
Granger is not a 
cigarette tobacco. 
Granger is made of 
White Burley- tobacco 
-the best tobacco for 
pipes. Just try it! 
*-*""' »' pinch by pinch; 
pack   it   tight;  atnke  a 
match—Granger smokes 
cool   and   lasts   longer. 
10c 
YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT 
sfl 
T* J. Murphy 
Fur. Company 
Est. 1873 
**S2*gj Maine 
Y«.u_«M see withSthe greatest of ease 
hat the stow that's most likely JSense 
Is where quality's hijrh ' 
In whatever you boy 
And you'll find that's most true at MURPHY'S. 
Woolen 
Jackets 
From  $3-75   Up 
Also  Suede  and  Leather 
Jackets  from $6.75 
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FRESHMEN GAME WITH COBURN 
ENDS INSCORELESS^DEADLOCK 
Yearling Team Shows Marked Improvement- 
Passes And Good Kicking Are Features 
 Of Close Contest 
Bares     Freshmen 
Cla^ical   InatHute "fouEhf tnCn'T;i   '".V?"£!*"!    S,*l1D,e-     Conra<1 ti^ s,,,,,,!,,,  „V,      Ione"t   to   a   0-0   and   Curtin   turned     [n  some     eood 
contes eTXggfeThTt  5  * r*!2.   nMUfln« a"d *»"  di(i  ■SS«S  ta 
«••.£   .ue.,„S,ru^S!? tha  was fraught   taking   care  of   the   defensive   half- 
back   position*.   Pignone     played     a 
good game at quarterback. Indeed, 
it appears that the Freshmen of this 
year will furnish some good varsity 
material for  next year. 
The  first   period  opened  with  the 
smooth  your hips 
with SKIPS ..,. 
the new 
Nemo-flex 
Sensation 
for 
Dancing 
Gym or 
Sports 
Whether it be on Uhe links or in the ballroom, you'll 
be perfectly at ease in "Skiips". Here's a little garment 
that is virtually nothing in size and weight, and 
EVERYTHING in freedom and comfort. It's just a 
tiny thing—but quite enough to cover your figure 
needs. 
In the back, 'Supple-Spun (that's the remarkable 
fabric with the two-way stretch, you know), gives 
smooth roundness and trim hips. In the front, 
ventilated mesh slims down the tummy line and keeps 
you cool and comfortable. 
SKIPS has no garters.—and the beauty of the crotch 
piece is in that it is also made of Supiple-Spun so that 
it has plenty of give. 
NO  BONES—XO  FASTENING.  SMOOTH. YOUR 
HIPS WITH 
with thrills all the way through, 
the game was featured by fine ball 
carrying, good kicking and many 
passes. 
The freshmen showed- a marked 
improvement in all departments 
over their playing of the previous 
week. Their offense worked much 
more smoothly and consistently and 
their pawing was a constant threat. 
Defensively they were strong except 
for occasional lapses, 
pinches the line 
Freshmen 
Clark played 
right  end, smashi 
on  his  side  of 
wortbv ofFth«e hlay' ^™*J*»»* stiffened,   held  for  downs,  and  took 
through Hm»    f      ,°-F by    breakil>K the ball. The panting    of Nicholson 
Coburnha»  ^"eL"fme,t0api11 tne "»"»   Waril   aid   much     during     this 
fam  It  1,1-7 f<"'  l0a?e*-  Laf- "'*•   "eri0:i   ,0  ke«P tlle Coburn  in- 
n8,lh,2    LrVa  potint  raot0r BBe- in stopping  the Co/burn offense.     In Bates Drive Fails 
nta E2H&2S*"!* $"» Witb Th" -'''- :-n of -t second 
and fcS?tSS^S '" the ki'cki»* Period was marked by an exchange 
and   ball  toting  department  as  well   of  punts,  and  here  again  Nicholson 
and Clark divided the honors, each 
getting off spirals or over 50 yards. 
After Curtin had received a punt and 
i.ik.-n it offside on his own 40 yard 
line. the fictdauea launched an 
offensive that bid fair to score. Cur- 
tin threw a ipass to Clark for a 20 
yard gain. A 15 yard 'penalty ad- 
ed the ball to the Coburn 25 
yard Line, and a lateral pass gained 
7 yards more. But here a penalty 
against Bates set the ball back 15 
yard/;. A pass failed, another was 
intercepted, and the threat was end- 
ed. 
Violet of Coburn broke loose hit' 
was taougM down by Conrad after 
a 30 yard gain. Gallagher inter- 
cepted a pass and a few seconds 
later the half ended. 
Coburn   Makes   Threat 
The third period was a hard one 
for  the frosh.     After     being  driven 
freshmen     kicking off.     Coburn  re- back to their own 20 yard  line, they 
1  the  ball  to its  30  yard line, finally   held   on   downs,   but   NAchol- 
Arfter   threa   plays   which   failed   to son's   pun:   was   blocked.     However, 
produce a firsl down. Coburn punted Nicholson    recovered on    the Bates 
Jellison Winner 
In N. E. Harrier 
Meet at Boston 
Leads  FiekTOf  80  In 
5 Mile Race—Time 
28 Min^J.9 Sec. 
Russell Jellison. captain of the 
Bates i roes country team, won the 
X' u England Intercollegiate Ath- 
letic Association hill and dale race 
of five miles at Boston Monday, 
leading a field of SO harriers to the 
tape in the time of 2S minutes, 19 
seconds. The Garnet, as a team, 
placed seventh. 
Coach Ray Thompson was well 
pleased with the  showing    made by 
Campus News 
TF.KM    BILLS 
a Paris 
Says It » 
Hair M shorter, waves are wider, and curls arc 
plentiful, though very flat—Let us give you this 
attention, so you may wear your hair a brand- 
new way for a brand-new season! 
Special for the Co-eds!! 
Finger  Waves—50c 
D ewitt   Beauty   Shop 
40 PINE STREET, 
TEL. 3644 
LEWISTON, 
MAINE 
came to a close. 
With >ii atari of the final period. 
the Bates team with that character- 
"fight" held for downs and 
punted out of danger. With on 
I '•■■A minutes letft to play, Nicholson 
Inl Ootonrn  pass  and  the 
troah started a laat desperate drive. 
Conrad ripped off tackle for a first 
down. A pass was successful and 
then   Nicholson   broke   into the open 
and started on what looked to be a 
touchdown run. but he stumbled 
and Cell, and was smothered by Co- 
burn  p!a\ 
A I-I rii i of last minute passes 
followed, both teams intercepting 
one, and the game ended with a 0-0 
score. 
The  summary: 
COBURN 
Casey le. 
La 11 dry  It. 
Lee lg. 
Reardon c. 
Harold ng, 
St. Amand rt. 
BATES FRESHMEN 
re. Clark 
rt, Gauthiier,  Merrill 
ng, boffin, Brenratar 
c, Stoddard. Grannon 
lg,  Sherman 
It. Welhnan, Howe 
ml.  Violette re, 
It, Biernaeki. Droboski 
Scward. Silvia, Stalgman qb, 
qb, Pignone. Cann 
I. niiciix lhb. rhl>. Curtain. Dambrie 
Clouticr   rlib. 
lhb. Conrad Anthony. Parfit 
Lynch Eb, tb, Nicholson. Gallagher 
n< ten <-. Toomey. rmpire. O'Brien 
(Maine). Head linesman, Masciadri 
(Main l. Time of periods, four 15 
mi mi tea. 
A play should consist of at least 
one hundred thousand words—twenty 
thousand on paper and eighty thou- 
sand in the waste basket.—Owen 
Davis. 
Bowdoin was second with 9 2 points, 
and Maine was third with 94. Eleven 
colleges were represented in the 
meet. 
Butler was the second Bates man 
to finish. He was 19th, while Olds, 
third representative of the Garnet 
to cross the finish line, was 3 2nd. 
The other Bobcat barriers finish, l 
in the following positions: 
Semetauekis, 51; Raymond. 55; 
Winston,  57;  and Carpenter,  59. 
Kenneth Black of Maine finished 
third in the race. He and Jellison 
were the only representatives of 
Maine colleges to place among the 
first  ten. 
 :o: 
Thompsons Are 
Parents of Girl j 
Born Wednesday 
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ray Thompson 
are the parents of a baby girl born 
WediK-sday. Nov. 2nd. at the Cen- 
tral Maine General Hospital. The 
baby has been named Karen Eliza- 
beth. 
Mr. Thompson '13 is the Bates 
va --iity track. cross-country, and 
winter snorts coach. 
Mrs. Thompson, formerly Dagmar 
Carlson,  graduated  in  1928. 
The Student would like to call to 
the attention of the student body 
the penalties subsequent on the 
neglect to pay term bills promptly. 
There is a tine of one dollar a day 
for each day that the bill is over- 
due. 
Delays in  obtaining aid  from  out- 
lurcee are not accepted as ex- 
cuses. 
Complete  rules  covering  bills  are 
in  the college rule    book and 
ea  li student assumes full responsib- 
ility  for them. 
Payment   must     be  made    on or 
re  the following day.-: 
Class  of  '36 Saturday. Nov.   12 
1
     -6 of '35 Monday. Nov. 14 
Of '34 Tuesday. Nov. 15 
Class of '33 Wednesday, Nov.  16 
The Bursar's office closes Saturday 
at   12,  noon,   and   is  closed  all   dai- 
OFF-CAMPIS  STUDENTS 
Influenced   by   a   number   of   re- 
:•>  of  off-campus  .students,     the 
Student is going to leave the regular 
its  paper  in  the Library 
on  Wednesdays  in  the future. 
It will not be necessary for campus 
men     and     women     to   wait     until 
H    :-.lay for  mail  delivery. 
'I'll-    pa II re   will   be  on  the book- 
just, behind     the  reserve     book 
and   tt     is  hoped  that  campus 
residents   will   co-operate      with   the 
Student  by  not   taking any  of  these 
copies limited in  number. Dormitory 
girls  and   faculty   members   will   re- 
ci tve their    copies  as  in the past 
Those not receiving cop am- 
mnnlcate with Thomas Musgratve In 
Roger   Williams,   telephone   SI 121. 
In reading political speeches it is 
easy to forgot that all parties are 
supposed to have no desire but to 
promote the     best  interests     of  all 
citizens. 
SKIPS 
* An Exclusive Nemo-flex Product 
Moriarty's 
162 LISBON STREET 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON 
Main Street 
SCHOOL   PAPERS 
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS 
95-99    MAIN    STREET,   AUBURN.    MAINE 
PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
GOOGIN 
TUEL 00. 
COAL, WOOD and COKE 
1801 Phones 1800 
'U Bates Street 67 Kim Street 
I    LEWISTON APBTJBH 
M
°ST     COMPLETE     AND     XJP-IO-DAIB 
Luggage Stors East of Boston 
Fogg's Leather  Store 
l23   MAIN   ST, LEWISTON,   MAINE. 
TAXI 
4040 
ONION   SQUARE   TAXI 
1
                   171 MAIN STREET 
. : 
CO. 
WHEELER 
-=5, 
Clothing Co. 
<•«■ MAIN and MIDDLE STS. 
lor Good Clothes and 
■ Furnishings j, ,3 
^ccUl discount given to Batu Student* 
Win Over Bowdoin 
Crowns Maine As 
State Champion 
One Point Margin Gives 
Black   Bear   Title 
The Barber 
For 
Eds and Co-Eds 
CHASE  HALL 
Herman's 
BASS   MOCOA8IN9   AND   SHOES 
SOEDE  JACKETS 
67 Main Street, Lewleton 
You know how it is. If a cigarette is mild—that is, not 
harsh or bitter, but smokes cool and smooth—then you like 
it and don't worry about how many or how often you smoke. 
And if it tastes right—that is, not oversweet, not flat- 
then you enjoy it all the more. 
The right kind of ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish to- 
bacco ... the right ageing and blending... make Chesterfields 
milder, better-tasting . . .They Satisfy! 
By FRANK BYRON 
Ontpluy ■! during most. of (ho 
game the CF.nivertety of Maine tlaah- 
v I .1. f.1 rons KiM'oml period offonsive 
that carried the boys from Orono to 
a one ipo&att  vie lory  over     Bowdoin, 
Saturday, and genre them the 
Maine State Htte tor tho wirond 
www Bowdoin c lored   in 
the third period lint, failed to tie 
the .- ore when the try for the point 
I. In the fourth period the 
Polar Bean were constantly knock- 
ins at the touchdown door, but tho 
on ■ reaJ scoring try slipped aiway 
when Burden's attempt at a field 
soal from the 20 yard line fell short 
by less than the thickness of a 1932 
model  poicketbook. 
Favor Scores 
Right from the start tho Polar 
Bear showed that he was not the 
somewhat tame animal of other 
years. Running from the win.s-ba.ck 
formation. Bowdoin barged right 
down the field, but Maine held on 
its 15 yard stripe. The period ended 
with the ball in Maine's -possession. 
In the. first part of the second period 
Wilson shot a long pass to Parsons, 
Maine end. who galloped to the Bow- 
doin 15 yard lino. Robertshaw then 
rammed his way through the Bow- 
doin line and was stopped just short 
of a touchdown. Here due to a 
penalty the Maine threat was averted 
for the moment, but after a Bow- 
doin ktefc the boys from Orono came 
right back again and this time their 
journey did not end until Favor 
trotted over the last line for six 
points. Wilson added another with 
a succoswfui placement. 
As the Quarter ended Hutobard 
showed that Bowdoin was still a 
threat as he swung loose for a 23 
yard nun. Bowdoin followed this ii.p 
in the third period as every man in 
the Polar Bear backflel-d began to 
rip tho Maine taokb a asunder and 
the Bowsermen drove their way to 
a touch-down that set the Bowdoin 
stands into a frenzy. However Maine 
stayed out in front as Burdell's trv 
for the point failed. 
Place  Kick  Fails 
After the following kick-off Maine 
came back on the offensive but this 
time was stopped by the aroused 
Bowdoin team. In the last period the 
Bowdoin backs led by Huhbard 
started places one more and it seem- 
ed as tho this time they were not 
to be denied. When the Polar Bears 
reached the Maine 15 yard line, 
their attack bogged down and as a 
last resort Bnrdell tried a placement 
from the 20 yard line. Bowdoin 
ho,pes went glimmering as this try 
fell short and the rest of tho game 
was iplayed around mid-field as no 
more scoring threats were made bv 
either side. 
For Maine. Romansky, Robertshaw 
and Wilson starred in tho backfield 
while Parsons and Craig were stand- 
outs in the line. Offensively Huhbard 
was the star of the same. 
CALL FOR 83364 
CHRISTMAS   Greeting   Cards 
Personal  and   Assorted 
GORDON   JONES 
6  WEST  PAKKER 
1 
SAY     IT     WITH     ICE     CBE.-JI 
George A. Ross 
ELM  STREET 
Bates   1904 
# 
58 
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<;i!II> SEASON CLOSKS HKRR 
FRIDAY  WITH COLBY GAME 
Aimistfce day may be an occasion 
for peace celebration in moet places, 
but not in Lewiston. Colby comes to 
town the day aifter tomorrow with 
evil intention* on the state series 
standing, and particularly on the 
second place in that standing. Maine 
h:i.- the top place, and its possession 
of the crown is not disputed. Colby 
bas won one and lout one; Bates 
has tied one and lost one. A win or 
;i tie Friday will pive Colby the 
advantage and the second place and 
ri li gate Bates to a cellar-tie with 
Bowdoin. The qppoalte result would 
leave Bates in second place, Coliby in 
third, and How loin in last place. 
The annual November 11 classic is 
therefore a battle of importance. 
C ilby'e recent history discloses that 
the White \l.i> Is potentially able 
to do business with grid opponents. 
The C'rilby-Rowdoin game of two 
week* ago was very much Colby's. 
Colby, it is said, also outplayed 
M Ine, though losing to the Brice 
lucky boy.!. Saturday. UoiMidy'fi 
squad entertained StjMichaels and 
I ili 11 to passes to win 13-0 
without half trying. What they will 
do Friday may not bo enough to 
tnce a win. if the Garnet men 
play right, but it will be good foot- 
ball. 
BASKETBALL 
OUTLOOK 
The fiieulty committee on 
athletics lias not yet rendered its 
ili'<i>ion on the adoption of either 
varsity or freshman basketball 
this winter. 
At a meeting last Wednesday, 
the committee heard a Student 
delegation, headed by dire 
Knowlcs, Editor of the Student, 
and Ilrud King, basketball star. 
The committee adjourned, how- 
ever, before going into executive 
M-s-ion on the matter and will 
re-o|>en the discussion at its next 
meeting, which may be held this 
afternoon. 
The Student's opinion of the 
outlook for this year, based on 
interviews with individual mem- 
bers of the committee, and on the 
recent meeting, is that there is a 
strong possibility of recognition 
of the sport for Freshmen this 
fear. 
It is understood that Rowdoin 
will go in for basketball if the 
other colleges do, thus leaving 
the possibility of a four college 
league in the near future. 
BATES' SHOWING  IHlPKXnS 
ON  MATERIAI/S CONDITION 
One of ihe funniest football show-! 
for a season is Bates' record as I 
tb"   Bob, at  goes  into  its  last game; 
with  Colby.   A  strong  team     played 
circles  around     Arnold,     outplayed 
Yale, and  Rhode IsHand. but lost   to 
Tuft;.   Maine.     and   practically     to 
Bowdoin.   Three   to   three,     so   far. 
therefore;     the Colby    Game    will 
di tide the season's status. 
We say that with the line that 
1 Arnold, Bates could have 
turned the Maine and Bowdoin 
gomes into victories. This line's 
condition Friday will have a lot to 
do with the remit. If Oilman is in 
condition, and if Soba could some- 
bow manage to get in shape, and if 
Joe Murphy and Kramer can bear 
the burden placed upon the end 
jobs, Bates will be on even terms 
with   the   invaders  from   Wnterville. 
According to the so-called metro- 
pcOitan papers down-town. Bates' 
trequ n; backfleM shifts are res- 
ponsible for th" slump in which the 
Bobcat has retired >inco the Tufts 
game. But how. may we ask. can any 
hi klii M work when important 
line-men are out of commission, and 
there are no substitutes? Old Dave 
Iforey'e hair will be gray in no time 
if hi- brand of football continues to 
be misinterpreted. The Maine dailies 
are raving day by day on the suib- 
i t of the lack of offence in Bates 
football. Moray has an offence, just 
as any coach who has been in the 
business for any length of time 
knows a play or two. The reason he 
doesn't use them is that his men 
aren't fit for their assignments. 
When Bates played Yale. MrCluskey 
mix 1 his plays In so good order 
that Bates nearly trimmed the Eli. 
II: successors, however, didn't have 
the experience. The line-men weren't 
tli" regulars around whom Morey 
had based his best plays. Result: it 
mediocre showing. Moray has had to 
rebuild  his  tram after every game.   | 
At that, the Garnet mentor has j 
had considerable success. Maine was 
outplayed, notwithstanding the re-1 
The Garnet footballers have | 
given l.ewiston B brand of football: 
iii! doesn't even claim relation to 
the  pre-Morey-days   ball   games. 
week, the Student was given to 
understand that freshman basket- 
ball at least would be considered 
seriously. A statement by Prof, 
f'utts regarding the sport, said that 
Ha: ' action would depend on what 
the other colleges were going to do. 
This is encouraging. 
Action   will   be taken   either  this 
week or next.  A freshman team with 
the ■'!■■ lent lot of material would 
bring the sports' t-ulpiporters to the 
eariinus.. Gantier or Leahy at center. 
Clark at one of the forwards. Galla- 
gher. Wellman. Dolbrocky, guards, 
like a powerful bunch. Cflark 
-Maine at Presque Isle. Bud 
Gallagher was one of Portland 
High's best a couple of years ago. 
Leahy was the star of Providence 
CoPlege'e (rosh team last year. 
The argument that basketball for 
freshmen would hurt the yearling's 
olass work we regard as practically 
unworthy of comment. 
Every one of those men who 
would make the team would spend 
the afternoon in the gym, whether 
lie was out for competitive basket- 
ball or not. The inter-doron and 
- lass games would take nearly 
as much of his time as a schedule 
with outside teams. 
Movies Show Bates 
Defeated Bowdoin 
Bates 2 Bowdoin 0 it might have 
read had the officials at that game 
seen all that Coach Morey'e moving 
pictures   showed. 
Morey has movies made of each 
game and yesterday they showed 
Bowdoin committing a safety, as 
Richardson one of its backs was 
forced to kick outside the end zone 
making  a safety  automatic. 
Many will recall that once Pri- 
cher punted out almost on the goal. 
It was then that the alleged In- 
fringement occurred. 
Bates will not make a claim on 
the game. 
Politics Club 
Selects Seven 
New Members 
4-A Players 
Continued  from  Page  One 
is   in   the  hands  of  Walter  Ge.rke: 
the  costuming  is  in   the   charge  of 
Thalma Kittredge. Edward Wilmot is 
buslines     manager     with     Warren 
Crockwell as assistant. 
The tickets for these plays are all 
one price, thirty-five cents, and all 
of the seats will be reserved. 
I.i-t of characters for "World 
Without  Men". 
Thelma Poulin  '35 
Charlotte Cutts '3 3 
Mary Abromson  '36 
Louise  Geer  '3 6 
June  Sawyer  '35 
Margaret Perkins '35 
M   •- Wisiper 
Madam? Pavel 
Mrs. Smith 
Mrs.  Jones 
Mrs.  Robinson 
U    . Brown 
"Trifles" 
Mrs.  Peters Florence Wells  '3 4 
Mrs. Hi.:. Frances Bckhardt '34 
George Henderson Wm. Haver '3 4 
II■•nry Peters Bruce Pattison '33 
Lewis   Hale Russell   Millies   '34 
"If Men Played Cards as Women Do" 
John Charles  Povey  '34 
Bob Bernard Drew '34 
George Edward Curtin '3 6 
Marc Robert Kroepgch  '33 
Seven new members were elected 
to the Men's Politics Club at the 
regular meeting last Wednesday 
evening, and at the same time the 
association selected Theodore Sea- 
mon '34 to attend the International 
Relations Club Conference held at 
Wesleyan   Friday   and   Saturday. 
Two seniors, Frank H. Byron and 
Donald Stafford, were among the 
new members. The others to be 
i ted to the club were all juniors: 
Bernard Drew. Gault Brown, Nath- 
an Milbury. Robert Fitterman, and 
Charles Whipple. 
Seamon, while at the conference, 
was entertained by the Wesleyan 
International Relations Club. The 
Bates delegate arrived at Middle- 
town Friday afternoon. and met 
with representatives from Amherst, 
Yale, Springfield. Pembroke, Uni- 
versity of New Hampshire. Clark, 
Smith, lit. Holyoke. Wellesley. Pine 
Manor, and Connecticut Agriculture 
College. 
The delegates were welcomed 
Friday evening by the president of 
Wesleyan club, who also introduced 
Colonel Ernest A. Yarrow, former 
chairman of the Near East Foun- 
dation. Yarrow spoke on the Rus- 
sian situation. 
Prof. Kristine Bonnevie, a former 
member o fthe Norwegian delegation 
to the League of Nations Assembly 
and of the League committee on 
International Co-operation, was also 
one of the principal speakers at the 
conference. She lectured upon the 
accomplishments of the latter com- 
mittee, and also discussed the work 
of the  league. 
The conference will be held at 
the University of New Hampshire 
next year. 
:o:  
We can no longer solve the prob- 
lems of the twentieth century by re- 
citing the maxims of the eighteenth. 
—Nicholas Murray Butler. 
ll \SK RTBA I.I. AGITATION 
MEETS  WITH  FAIR SUPPORT 
The faculty committee on ath- 
letics, alias the "powers that be", 
met and talked basketball! It came 
out of the meeting that the sport is 
no longer an impossibility.. Though 
no  definite    action  was  taken     last 
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Telephone 3604 
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Publishers 
225 LISBON STREET 
GET YOUE 
CHRISTMAS   CARDS 
At the 
VICTOR   NEWS   CO. 
16 \>\l  STREET, I.KWISTON'. ME. 
College Loose Leaf Note Books 
50c up 
Fountain Pens 
$1.00 up 
A Complete Line of "Dollar Books" Including 
"Complete Works of Shakespeare" 
"Standard Book of British and American Verse" 
Now ! The Collegiate Dictionary for $3.50—was $5.00 
BERRY PAPER CO. 
49 LISBON ST. 
—TEL. 100— LEWISTON 
MARTINEAU'S 
We  Specialize In  SODA FOUNTAIN 
LUNCHEONS 
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R. E. MARTINEAU CO. 
DRUGGISTS 
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Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
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PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
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STEIN'S   CLOTHES 
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS 
$9.50 and $12.50 
Free Alterations 
SID SAXDERS, Meat. 33 LISBON ST. Lewiston 
LEWISTON    MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC  MEMORIALS 
James P. Murphy  Co. 
6 to 10  Bates  St.,  LEWISTON 
Telephone   4634-R 
WE     CATER     TO 
BATES   STUDENTS 
COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL 
67   COLLEGE   STREET 
SUITS WITH TWO TROUSERS $19.50 up 
OVERCOATS $16.50 up 
SPORT JACKETS $4.50 up 
LEATHER JACKETS $5.00 up 
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180 Lisbon Street 
Miiynnnl Moulton  "22 Mgr. 
FALL and WINTER 
1,000 SUITS 
AND TOPCOATS 
MANUFACTURES TO YOU 
ALL WOOL 
ALL SHADES 
ALL  SIZES 
ALL STYLES 
Every Garment Guaranteed 
ALL ONE PRICE    • 
§15-00 . . <•     9 
Richard's Clothes 
39 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON 
EAT AT 
Mrs. BARRY'S 
Dinner  With BMWt Me 
Su!>|M*r :$Oc 
Comer  Campus  and  Nichols 
Fred C. McKenney 
64   Sabattus  Street 
CITIES   SERVICE   GASOLINE 
and* LUBRICATING   OILS 
WASHING  and  GREASING 
Nearest     Gasoline     Station      to     College 
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THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
CORTELL'S 
Now celebrating its 19th Anniversary; 
Collegiate clothes for.men and women. 
CHARGE  ACCOUNT  8EBVKE 
101-112 LISBON STBEHT, Lhv- 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUR      SEEVICE 
a THE QUALITY SHOP" 
3 Minutes from thn Campus Tel. 1817 J 
R\\7    f^l   AT? IT       Registered Druggist 
•      VV  ♦    V/L/ilLlVlv pnre   Drugs   and   Medicines 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A  SPECIALTY 
Also,  APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON, MAIN'E 
"A  Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
No raw tobaccos in Luckies 
—that's why they're so mild 
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WE buy the finest, the 
very finest tobaccos 
in all the world—but that 
does not explain why folks 
everywhere regard Lucky 
Strike as the mildest ciga- 
rette. The fact is, we never 
overlook the truth that 
"Nature in the Raw is 
Seldom Mild"—so these 
fine tobaccos, after proper 
aging and mellowing, are 
then given the benefit of 
that Lucky Strike purify- 
ing process, described by 
the words—"It's toasted". 
That's why folks in every 
city, town and hamlet say 
that Luckies are such mild 
cigarettes. 
Its toasted" 
That package of mild Luckies 
** 
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